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WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

I.3.d Evaluate Coastal 
Wells for Cross-
Aquifer 
Contamination 
Potential   

PROFESSIONAL will perform the following initial work to further 
evaluate coastal wells for their potential risk of causing cross-aquifer 
contamination: 
1. Field verify selected older steel cased wells – Wells older than 30 

years that were constructed with steel casings have been identified. 
 Under this task PROFESSIONAL will contact land owners and 
conduct interviews, conduct site investigations using a metal 
detector (if appropriate), document the condition of the well head, 
determine total available well depth, and collect a water level (if 
possible). 

 
2. Inspect well logs to assess proper seal placement to isolate 

aquifers – Wells that penetrate multiple aquifers but are screened 
in one can be conduits for cross-aquifer contamination if well seals 
were not placed adjacent to confining layers between the aquifer 
units.   Under this Task PROFESSIONAL will review well logs to 
determine if surface and/or transition seals are installed, and 
assessed as to the risk associated with those that do not contain 
sufficient seals. 

 
3. Add wells to Watermaster database – Adding wells identified 

during the first phase of this investigation will provide the 
Watermaster with a more complete list of wells known to exist in 
the basin.  If the current well status can be verified (e.g., inactive, 
destroyed, etc.) they can then be tracked by the database, with the 
correct current well status.  Under this Task PROFESSIONAL will 
add these additional wells to the Watermaster’s database. 

 
4. Investigate the Santa Margarita – Purisima interface – Wells 

constructed with PVC provide the opportunity to collect resistivity 
information via an induction log.  This is of interest because the 
transition between the Santa Margarita Sandstone and the Purisima 
Formation is not well understood.  Locating PVC constructed wells 
in the region of the Seaside Basin where the transition between the 
units is thought to occur and collecting resistivity data will help to 
better define this boundary, and will provide additional information 
about current, depth-specific water quality conditions.  Under this 
Task PROFESSIONAL will identify and field verify wells that are 
candidates for induction logging and prepare a list of wells to bring 
back to the Watermaster. 
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